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SS (Service Station)

We promote energy saving and make our distribution systems more efficient
— e.g. by introducing larger tanker trucks and coastal tankers.

Service station environmental risk management
We implement environmental risk management using EM Points assessment.

Improvement in the efficiency of distribution systems / energy conservation

Introducing the Environmental Management Points system

Implementation of educational activities

Petroleum products are transported from refineries to oil
storage depots and service stations by tanker truck and
coastal tanker. Here at Cosmo Oil, from the early days we
have endeavored to make our distribution systems more efficient to promote energy saving by introducing larger tanker trucks and coastal tankers, merger and abolition of oil
storage depots and co-sponsorship of oil storage depots
with other companies.

We have carried out environmental risk management at our service
stations since April 2003, when we introduced EM Points (Environmental Management Points), as one of the evaluation indices in
the NAVI2003 sales promotion program, to assess the service stations’ level of leak management, inspections at facilities and industrial waste management. We assessed
the level of each service station’s commitment to environmental management
using EM Points at approximately 5,000
locations (including authorized dealers)
in each half of FY 2003. According to
the results of the assessments, both the
recovery rate and the scored points improved in the second half of the year
compared to the first half. We continue
to provide appropriate guidance to our
employees in order to further improve
our management.
Check sheet for service

Based on the results obtained through the tools
for service stations’ environmental management,
we held 8 environmental forums and 8 risk management seminars. We also made educational
videos and distributed them to our employees. We
have also added the Environmental Management
Manual to the current SS Facilities Safety Inspections Records. In addition, we use the SS Soil-Environmental Safety Book prepared by the Petroleum Association of Japan with the aim of detecting
leaks of petroleum at an early stage to prevent
soil contamination.

Larger tanker truck (left) and
larger coastal tanker (below)

Average type of tanker truck and its stowage ratio *1
FY 1990
Average vehicle:
Stowage ratio:

15.0kl
94.3%

FY 2003
Average vehicle:
Stowage ratio:

19.0kl
94.1%

Average type of coastal tanker and its stowage ratio
FY 1990
Average ship:
Stowage ratio:

1,536kl
90.0%:

SS Facilities Safety
Inspections Records

station EM Point
FY 2003
Averageship:
Stowage ratio:

2,853kl
94.2%

Conducting inspections of company-owned underground tanks
Land transportation
Land transportation by tanker truck is a major transportation system from refineries and oil storage depots to service stations and accounts for 40% of oil transportation in
Japan along with maritime transportation. In our land transportation system, we aim to enhance energy saving by introducing larger vehicles and maintaining and raising the
stowage ratio*2 to increase transported volume per delivery.
Fuel consumption in FY 2003 was reduced by 20 % from
that of 1990. Introduction of the driver-controlled delivery
system in FY 2003 enabled us to deliver at nighttime,
which helped improve efficiency of transportation by reducing traffic jam and promoted energy saving. We continuously improve energy saving by expanding the driver-controlled delivery system and improving the efficiency of

Fuel consumption *1
Stowage volume

Fuel consumption by tanker trucks
(1,000kl/year)
25

In addition to legally required inspections, we have been
conducting voluntary inspections of underground tanks
since FY 2002. To date we have already inspected most

of the company-owned service stations (approximately
900) and taken appropriate measures such as repair of facilities if necessary.

(Stowage volume kl/vehicle)
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Eco-friendly service station
We promote the environmental responsiveness of service station, creating
state-of-the-art eco-friendly service stations.
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*1 Fuel consumption: Estimated from type, stowage ratio, fuel mileage and frequency of delivery of tanker trucks.

Installation of solar panels

Introduction of hydrocarbon vapor recovery system

In FY 2003, we newly installed solar panels (photo voltaic
systems) at four service stations, resulting in a total of 25
SS that utilize solar energy.

We install hydrocarbon vapor recovery system at our service station in order to control diffusion of hydrocarbon vapor*3. About 50% of the company-owned service stations
have already installed the system.

Solar panels at service station

Maritime transportation
Petroleum products are transported from refineries to distribution bases and oil storage depots by coastal tankers
weighing from several hundred to several thousand tons.
Fuel consumption by coastal tankers in FY 2003 increased
by approximately 5% due to the increase from the previous
year in sales and maritime transportation volume, yet it is
still 11% below the 1990 level. We have endeavored to improve the efficiency of transportation by promoting merger,
abolition and the joint use of oil storage depots and introducing larger coastal tankers. We will continue to strive for
energy saving by promoting night-time cargo handling and
a high stowage ratio.

Mechanism of vapor recovery system

Fuel consumption
Stowage ratio *2

Fuel consumption for coastal tankers

Vent pipe
(1,000kl/year)
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*3 Hydrocarbon vapor: Hydrocarbon vapor is a type of hydrocarbon steam
generated by gasoline, benzene or toluene. In most cases it diffuses
from oil terminals, loading zones for oil tankers or distribution bases
for chemical products. It is recognized as one of the causes of photochemical smog and malodor.

Gasoline

2003 (FY)

*2 Stowage ratio: The ratio of actual stowage volume to capacity of
tank.
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